
 

Chapter 2 Intervention – Lesson 1 (Targeted 10-minute session) 
Chapter 2: Set 5 - /h/ Haz the Hen 

 
Introduction 

(2 minutes) 

Recap Previous Sounds: Use flashcards to recap GPC for Chapter 2 Set 3 uppercase and  
Set 4 lowercase, plus lowercase ‘h’. 
Shuffle cards and quickfire recap, revisiting some GPC more than once, ensuring ‘h’ is 
reshuffled and repeated 3 times or more. Make the sound and do the action for each flashcard. 
See - Show flashcard, "This is Haz the hen. Say hi to Haz." Children to and Joe wave. 

Sound - Run Joe's hand or your finger over the letters on flashcard and model sound. “Haz the 
hen makes the /h/ sound” (short unvoiced /h/ as in hen).  
“Can you say /h/?” Child to join in and repeat sound, “/h/-/h/-/h/.” 
Name - “The letter name for Haz the hen is ‘aych’, can you say this?”  
Point to the letter as the child says the name.  

Action – Show child to the action or use Joe to show (Hiding eyes with hands). Children 
repeat. "When we see Haz, we say hello by doing this action." Repeat action and sound,  
child to repeat, “/h/-/h/-/h/.” 

Listen “I will read some real words and alien words, tap or clap when you hear /h/.” 
“hold, silk, house, cup, hiccup, holst, pin, sat, sitting.” 

Find Lay out Chapter 2 Set 3 uppercase and Set 4 lowercase flashcards, face up in front of you and 
the child, including today’s GPC /h/.  
“Can you point to the card showing the sound we are learning today?   

Read Decodable Words: ‘hop’, ‘hint’. Adult models segmenting and blending the words  
(Sound it, Squash it, Say it). Then child reads the word using the same method.  

Write Adult models letter formation ‘h’ on a whiteboard, whilst making the sound. Repeat again 
saying the formation rhyme, ‘From the top of her head to her toes, then up and over her 
body to her tail.’ Child to say the sound and write the letter ‘h’. 
Decodable Words: ‘hop’, ‘hint’. Adult models writing one of the words on a whiteboard  
(Say it, Stretch it, Sound it). Cover this word and child to use ‘Say it, Stretch it, Sound it’ to  
write the word.  

Assess Assessment based on Read and Write activities. Grapheme Phoneme Correspondence - ‘h’ /h/  
 

● To know that ‘h’ makes a /h/ sound.  
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